The Therapeutic Relevance of Vitamin E
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Maintaining cellular homeostasis in the context of its normal metabolic function is achieved by establishing the balance between its own antioxidant capacity and the level of harmful compounds resulting from the mitochondrial activity and the immune system. One of the antioxidants involved in this process is vitamin E with its most active form - alpha-tocopherol, which exerts its functions through vitamin C. The main functions of this antioxidant are: regulation of platelet aggregation, cellular signaling, antioxidation. The therapeutic relevance of vitamin E has increased due to the incrimination of oxidative stress as a link in the pathophysiology of many chronic diseases. Respectively, the role most targeted is that of antioxidant.
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Vitamin E was discovered in 1922 by Evans and Bishop, and first synthesized in 1938. It is a collective name given to all stereoisomers tocopherols and tocotrienols. Of all forms of alpha-, beta-, gamma-, delta-, tocopherol and tocotrienols, the most active and preferred by the human body is alpha-tocopherol. Although all these molecules are peroxyl radical scavengers. It is found in considerable quantities in vegetable oils, seeds, nuts, soybeans, wheat germs, which is why vitamin E deficiency in healthy people is rarely encountered. It can occur more frequently in smokers, the elderly, and in people with some pathologies of the gastrointestinal tract, which shows that the deficiency is most often due to the disorder of absorption. The medical interest for vitamin E is given by the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties (for all its forms) [1], which in diseases such as senile macular degeneration [2], cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer’s dementia, cancer, could play at least a role of protective factor.

Functions of Vitamin E

The reactive oxygen species (ROS) as well as the nitrogen species (RNS) are formed following normal cellular functioning. ROS results from oxidative phosphorylation that occurs in the mitochondria and consists of peroxides, superoxides, hydroxyl radicals, and singular oxygen. RNS arise from the activity of immune cells such as macrophages, which produce nitrogen oxide that reacts with superoxides to form peroxynitrite, a product that damages the cell membrane, proteins and DNA. But the cellular balance is restored due to the presence of antioxidant enzymes: catalases, lactoperoxidase, superoxide dismutases, glutathione peroxidin, and also some antioxidant molecules: vitamin C, E, uric acid, bilirubin, glutathione, the latter being synthesized in concordance with other antioxidants. In case of failure of endogenous redox systems, the level of glutathione decreases and determines the occurrence of oxidative stress.

The antioxidant function of vitamin E is due to the fact that it reacts with the lipid peroxidic radicals resulting from the peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids, forming the tocopherol radical, which is almost non-reactive and is reduced by ascorbic acid back to tocopherol. Therefore, this function contributes to maintaining membrane fluidity [3].

\[
\text{ROO}^\cdot + \text{Vit E-OH} \rightarrow \text{ROOH} + \text{Vit E-O}^\cdot
\]

The regulation of platelet aggregation is accomplished by a complex mechanism that involves the promotion of prostacyclin release by alpha-tocopherol from endothelial cells. Prostacycline is a potent vasodilator and an inhibitor of platelet aggregation. Some studies suggest that tocopherols would inhibit platelet aggregation via nitric oxide and inhibition of protein kinase C [4,5]. In the case of overdose, respectively, the risk of bleeding increases.

Cellular signaling or vitamin E as an anti-cytokine agent

Alpha-tocopherol inhibits the alpha isoform of protein kinase C (PKC), and type 2A protein phosphatase maintains reduced activity, preventing autophosphorylation. PKC is involved in the transcription and activation of proteins involved in the inflammatory process through the formation of O2•- by NADPH oxidase, the production of Interleukin-1β, and the regulation of cyclooxygenase (COX) expression [6].

Co-administration with other antioxidants

Vitamin E deficiency is a very common phenomenon in poorly developed countries, where as a causal factor of alpha-tocopherol depletion, malnutrition occurs, and supplementation leading to reversal of deficiency symptoms: hyporeflexia, ataxia, dysdiadokokinesis, digital agnosia [7]. These manifestations can also be identified in patients with conditions such as celiac disease, intestinal resection, cystic fibrosis, chronic cholestasis, Bassen-Kornzweig syndrome (abetalipoproteinemia). The singular administration of alpha-tocopherol in such cases will prevent its plasma depletion. However, the single use of vitamin E in order to reduce the risk of developing cardiovascular disease, for example, is not sufficient.

Ascorbic acid. One study showed that the combination with ascorbic acid in long-term supplementation of alpha-tocopherol reduced the level of lipid peroxidation in vivo and in vitro, which would not have been possible by single administration of ascorbic acid or alpha-tocopherol [8].

The recommended dose of vitamin C for adults is 90mg / day (men), and 75 mg / day (women). The maximum tolerable dose is 2g / day, when overcoming gastrointestinal disorders. Exceeding the usual doses may: have prooxidative effects, increase renal excretion of uric acid and oxalates favoring the emergence of renal lithiasis, contribute to depletion of vitamin B12 reserves and iron overload [9].
Vitamin E supplementation in people with type 2 diabetes succeeds in improving glycemic control, diminishing insulin resistance and altering endothelial function. And the association with ascorbic acid is quite promising in combating complications according to meta-analyses of randomized trials [10-12].

At the basis of constituting Alzheimer’s disease according to the hypothesis of beta-amyloid toxicity is lipid and protein oxidation through free radicals. Theoretically, the administration of antioxidants such as vitamin E in combination with vitamin C would slow down this process. However, the data obtained by some studies in this regard are contradictory: while in some participants there was a cognitive improvement ranging from small to insignificant, in others there was no positive effect at all [13-16].

Cognitive improvement ranging from small to insignificant, are contradictory: while in some participants there was a combination with vitamin C would slow down this process. Theoretically, according to the hypothesis of beta-amyloid toxicity is lipid and protein oxidation through free radicals. Theoretically, the administration of antioxidants such as vitamin E in combination with vitamin C would slow down this process. However, the data obtained by some studies in this regard are contradictory: while in some participants there was a cognitive improvement ranging from small to insignificant, in others there was no positive effect at all [13-16].

Selenium. It plays a significant role in combating oxidative stress, being a component of glutathione peroxidase. It also regulates the redox status of ascorbic acid. The recommended dose for administration is 55µg, for both women and men. The maximum tolerable dose is 400 µg. In the case of exceeding daily or maximum tolerable doses, two conditions are distinguished: acute intoxication and chronic selenosis, usually marked by gastrointestinal and neurological disorders [9,17].

Although the SELECT trial [18] suggested that the administration of 400 IU / day (the maximum tolerable dose being 1000 mg and the recommended dose - 15mg / day) of alpha-tocopherol increased the risk of prostate cancer, it is obvious that no consideration has been given the pro-oxidative effect of alpha-tocopherol that increases directly proportional to the dose, while also the depletion of gamma-tocopherol that has protective effect in this type of cancer [19], and that already at a dose of 150 IU / day increases the risk of mortality for whatever reason [20]. It should be mentioned that in people who were given 400 IU / day of tocopherol and 200 µg / day selenium, there was a low risk of cancer. This can be explained by the involvement of selenium in the fight against oxidative stress, particularly through selenoprotein P that would protect endothelial cells against (RNS), such as peroxynitrite. In the case of co-administration of selenium and alpha-tocopherol respectively, partial protection against ROS and RNS is achieved at the cellular level. Therefore oxidative stress can be one of the causal factors of the oncological pathology and in the case of the disease already established to become a protective one.

Zinc and β-Carotene. In senile macular degeneration it has been shown to have a beneficial effect of alpha-tocopherol at doses of > 22.4 IU / day compared to lower doses [21, 22]. Although two other randomized trials failed to highlight the protective effect of vitamin E in DMS, subjects were administered 500 IU / day d-alpha-tocopherol [23], and 111 IU dl-alpha-tocopherol associated with 20 mg / day β-carotene [24]. Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) showed a 25% reduction in the risk of advancing DMS in subjects taking the following daily formula: 400 IU dl-alpha-tocopheryl acetate, beta-carotene 15 mg, vitamin C 500 mg , zinc 80 mg, copper 2 mg, compared to the placebo group [25]. And a follow-up epidemiological study associated the decrease of the mortality mainly due to cardiac cause to the participants who received zinc [2].

Conclusions
The existence of diversity and inconsistency of results observed from numerous studies targeting the therapeutic utility of vitamin E in chronic pathologies is due to several variables. The methods used, mechanisms are not yet elucidated of some pathologies, the particularities of the subgroups of subjects concerned, the limits given by the exogenous and endogenous factors, mainly describe these variables. However, the current literature inspires the view that the benefit of using vitamin E predominates over the adverse outcomes or adverse effects.

Interpretation of the lack of benefit of administering alpha-tocopherol in cancer should be made in the pathological context, starting from the hypothesis that chronic inflammation, as well as damage to cellular structures (in particular, the genetic apparatus - DNA) beyond the repair limit by means of ROS and RNS, is an important cause in triggering uncontrolled proliferation of tumor cells. But at the same time, due to oxidative stress, the tumor suppressor genes that remain functional in some of the tumor cells can be activated. In this case, the reduction of ROS and RNS by the administration of antioxidants is not a rational one.

Vitamin E with some of its stereoisomers - tocopherols and tocotrienols, may serve as a participant in regulating the pro-oxidative effect of alpha-tocopherol that increases directly proportional to the dose, while also the depletion of gamma-tocopherol that has protective effect in this type of cancer [19], and that already at a dose of 150 IU / day increases the risk of mortality for whatever reason [20]. It should be mentioned that in people who were given 400 IU / day of tocopherol and 200 µg / day selenium, there was a low risk of cancer. This can be explained by the involvement of selenium in the fight against oxidative stress, particularly through selenoprotein P that would protect endothelial cells against (RNS), such as peroxynitrite. In the case of co-administration of selenium and alpha-tocopherol respectively, partial protection against ROS and RNS is achieved at the cellular level. Therefore oxidative stress can be one of the causal factors of the oncological pathology and in the case of the disease already established to become a protective one.

Zinc and β-Carotene. In senile macular degeneration it has been shown to have a beneficial effect of alpha-tocopherol at doses of > 22.4 IU / day compared to lower doses [21, 22]. Although two other randomized trials failed to highlight the protective effect of vitamin E in DMS, subjects were administered 500 IU / day d-alpha-tocopherol [23], and 111 IU dl-alpha-tocopherol associated with 20 mg / day β-carotene [24]. Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) showed a 25% reduction in the risk of advancing DMS in subjects taking the following daily formula: 400 IU dl-alpha-tocopheryl acetate, beta-carotene 15 mg, vitamin C 500 mg , zinc 80 mg, copper 2 mg, compared to the placebo group [25]. And a follow-up epidemiological study associated the decrease of the mortality mainly due to cardiac cause to the participants who received zinc [2].

Conclusions
The existence of diversity and inconsistency of results observed from numerous studies targeting the therapeutic utility of vitamin E in chronic pathologies is due to several variables. The methods used, mechanisms are not yet elucidated of some pathologies, the particularities of the subgroups of subjects concerned, the limits given by the exogenous and endogenous factors, mainly describe these variables. However, the current literature inspires the view that the benefit of using vitamin E predominates over the adverse outcomes or adverse effects.

Interpretation of the lack of benefit of administering alpha-tocopherol in cancer should be made in the pathological context, starting from the hypothesis that chronic inflammation, as well as damage to cellular structures (in particular, the genetic apparatus - DNA) beyond the repair limit by means of ROS and RNS, is an important cause in triggering uncontrolled proliferation of tumor cells. But at the same time, due to oxidative stress, the tumor suppressor genes that remain functional in some of the tumor cells can be activated. In this case, the reduction of ROS and RNS by the administration of antioxidants is not a rational one.

An in-depth study of the pathophysiological mechanisms in: cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer’s dementia, senile macular degeneration, diabetes, cancer is needed to reassess the role of antioxidants and their potential to contribute to maintaining homeostasis.
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